Energy conversion efficiencies of better than 23% have been demonstrated for small scale tests ofa few thermophotovoltaic-(TPV) cells using front surface, tandem filters [1,2]. The engineering challenge is to build this level of efficiency into arrays of cells that provide useful levels of energy. Variations in cell and filter performance will degrade TPV array performance. Repeated fabrication runs of several filters each provide an initial quantification of the fabrication variation for front surface, tandem filters for TPV spectral control. For three performance statistics, within-run variation was measured to be 0.7-1.4 percent, and run-to-run variation was measured to be 0.5-3.2 percent. Fabrication runs using a mask have been shown to reduce variation across interference filters from as high 8-10 percent to less than 1.5 percent. Finally, several system design and assembly approaches are described to further reduce variation.
Introduction
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) cells provide an effective means of converting above bandgap infrared radiation to electric power. Power conversion efficiency of up to 23% has been demonstrated on a small scale (a few TPV cells) using front surface, tandem filters [1, 2] . The front surface filter reflects below bandgap photons back to the radiator for recuperation, and allows above bandgap photons to pass through into the cell for energy conversion. The emission spectrum from a hot radiator is a function of the radiator's temperature and the wavelength specific emissivity of the radiator's surface. In the example of a blackbody radiator at 950 °c and a 0.60 eV bandgap TPV cell, only about 16% of the incident energy can be converted. The remaining energy, if absorbed within the cell, is lost as heat. By reflecting the below bandgap photons back to the radiator, the filter improves the system efficiency by reducing the amount of energy required to maintain the target radiator temperature.
Figure 1 presents a schematic ofa TPV power converter with a front surface filter. Figure 2 presents an overlay of measured spectral reflection for a typical 0.60 eV filter and a normalized blackbody emission spectra for 950 °c. The filter is a non-polarizing shortpass, broadband reflector. The sharp transition from high transmission to high reflection is placed at the TPV cell's bandgap. The filter is designed to provide good performance at all angles of incidence from near normal to near grazing angles. Figure 3 presents measured reflection for a range of angles.
The filter is a tandem design consisting of a multilayer interference filter deposited onto a plasma filter. The interference filter defines the transition edge and provides high reflection out to about 6.5 microns. The plasma filter provides high reflection from 6 microns to long wavelengths. The plasma filter is a 1 micron layer of InP As on an InP substrate doped to a nominal density of 5E19/cm3. Figure 4 presents measured reflection for the plasma filter, the interference filter on silicon and the tandem filter. Figure 2: Measured reflection of a front surface tandem filter is plotted along with a black body spectrum for 950 DC. The filter's transition edge is placed at the cell's band gap. High reflection of below band gap photons is needed to achieve high spectral efficiency. Spectral efficiency is the ratio of convertible energy that passes through the filter to the total energy absorbed by the filter and cell [3] . Spectral efficiency is a function of both the radiator filter is a multilayer a plasma layer InP flection of the tandem and interference filter spectrum and the angle weighted distribution of the flux. The same front surface filter will have a different spectral efficiency for different incident spectra. The spectral efficiency of these designs is calculated from modeled transmission and reflection spectra over the wavelength range of 0.5 to 25 microns at a range of angles from 5 to 850 in increments of 50 and a black body source at 950 °c. The spectral efficiency for fabricated filters is calculated from spectral measurements at 11,30,45,60 and 800 AOI and the calculated performance of a black body source.
The filter designs are developed using angle and energy weighted spectral efficiency and transmission as refinement goals [ 4] . Spectral efficiency is reduced by absorption in the coating materials. Above bandgap transmission is maximized in order to maximize the power output of the cell. Front surface, tandem filters have achieved the highest spectral performance of any spectral control configuration to date as shown in Figure 5 . While good perfonnance has been demonstrated for small scale TPV modules (1-4 cm1, developing an array of TPV cells for a larger scale includes a number of engineering and manufacturing issues. Variation in cell and filter perfonnance is a critical concern when assembling an array. Variation due to front surface, tandem filters is quantified next.
Characterizing and Improving Filter Performance
Repeated fabrication runs for 0.60 eV and 0.52 eV filters were executed. In each case, the design was fixed and multiple filters per run were fabricated. The 0.60 eV filter runs were tandem filters on 3" InP substrates. Three filters per run were coated in each of 11 runs. The 0.52 eV filter runs were tandem filters on 2" InP substrates. Four filters were coated in each of 12 runs. Figure 5 presents an overlay of expected and measured reflection for a typical filter fabricated in each manufacturing demonstration.
Perfol1l1ance was characterized for variability across a single filter, between filters within a run, and between filters from run to run. Each type of variability has a different assignable cause. Variability across a filter is largely due to the fixtures and geometry of the coating chamber. Filter to filter variations within a run are due to thel1l1al gradients and positioning errors in mounting the part. Run-to-run variations are due to differences in chamber setup, long term drifts in the process or equipment failure during a run.
The specific performance statistics that were used to quantify this variability are defined in Table  1 . These statistics characterize edge position, above bandgap transmission, and below bandgap reflection as a ratio of the measured results to the expected design values, except the across the filter edge statistic. The across the filter edge statistic represents measured values normalized to the measured value at the center of the filter. Ideally, all the values should be 1.0. Figure 6 presents overlays of measured reflection from filters taken from all runs. The general features of the filter repeat well from run to run. Measured variability within-run (variability between filters within a fabrication run) and run-to-run are plotted in Figure 7 and are listed in Table 2 . The within-run variance and run-to-run variance were estimated for each performance statistic via one-way random effects analysis of variance (ANOV A). The results are summarized in Table 2 . The ANOV A results can be considered to quantify the sources of within-run and runto-run variability. However, for the 0.60 eV filters some of the variability was non-random in nature. In particular, the performance of the first 6 runs for the 0.6 eV data was judged to be low and material tooling factors (rate calibration) were corrected between runs 6 and 7. The result was an improvement in transmission and edge location. For most cases, the run-to-run deviation is greater than the within-run deviation. Therefore, additional process improvements should focus on reducing the run-to-run deviation further.
Unifonnity varied 8 to 10 % from one edge ofa filter to the other, without a deposition mask. Figure 8 presents a plot of radial variation in edge position across the 3" parts for filters fabricated in the first set of 0.6 eV filter runs. The parts are held in a platen that rotates throughout the deposition. Perfonnance varies across the filter in the direction that corresponds to the radius of the rotation of the tool.
A deposition unifonnity mask blocks a portion of the coating area from the source. Unifonnity is achieved by shaping the mask to block more or less of a region. The unifonnity mask is designed from the geometry of the chamber and the plume characteristics of the sources. A static rate field is first calculated. The shadow of the mask and obstructions are then projected onto the rate field. Deposition is modeled by 'moving' the part through the rate field and summing the product of the dwell time and rate at each point. The mask design is iterated to ~inimize the radial nonunifonnity across the part. Figure 9 presents a contour plot of the static rate field calculated for the chamber geometry and the computer generated deposition mask. Figure 10 presents a plot of measured uniformity across 3" interference filters 1 prior to using a mask and after the mask was added. The third plot in this figure presents results of a final iteration in the mask design. Non-uniformity across the part dropped from 10% edge to edge to about 2% with the first iteration of the mask and to about 1.2% after the second iteration.
The level of variability resulting from the fabrication can be mitigated through system design and assembly techniques as discussed next.
I The filters used to develop the mask are the interference filter portion only of the tandem filter. Glass substrates were used rather than the InP substrates with the epitaxially deposited plasma layer necessary to complete the tandem filter. System Design and Assembly The front surface, tandem filters should be selected and arranged to support the design of the underlying TPV array.
In general, the TPV array design will use current matched, series connected strings arranged in parallel to build the necessary voltage [6] . Therefore, the front surface, tandem filters should be sorted on above band gap transmission [5] and assembled to align with the underlying strings. This approach will insure the photons reaching the strings will be as uniform as possible and thus minimize current mismatch.
The filters are deposited on circular wafers, but to enhance power density TPV arrays are expected to require square, rectangular, or hexagonal shaped filters. Therefore, the tandem filters need to be cut without damaging the multilayer, interference filter portion of the filter. To date, two general approaches have been used successfully, scribing and cleaving and dicing. Scribing and cleaving involves scoring lines on the filter to detennine the final shape and then breaking (cleaving) the filter along these lines to obtain the desired, final shape. Dicing refers to a sawing procedure to obtain the desired, final shape. A comparison of these two approaches is shown in Figure 11 . This comparison suggests that the dicing approach provided a better, less ragged edge. Many issues exist with either approach, and additional development and study of both approaches are required to insure that the best approach is identified for processing tandem filters. In addition, reducing the length of edge, regardless of quality, per unit area will reduce parasitic absorption at the filter level of the system. Larger wafers and hence larger tandem filters reduce the length of edges and thus provide an advantage over tandem filters fabricated on smaller wafers.
Finally, the filter edges should fall between active regions of the TPV cells to maximize the light incident on the regions of the TPV cells that produce power. The tandem filters are attached to the front surface of the TPV cells using an optical adhesive. Optical profilometry data can be used to ascertain the flatness of the TPV array so that the quantity of optical adhesive can be adjusted to compensate and thus reduce variation in the flatness of the resulting TPV array.
CONCLUSIONS
Repeatable fabrication of complex tandem filters for TPV spectral control has been demonstrated for two different band gaps with over 24 runs resulting in more than 75 filters. Fabrication variation of front surface, tandem filters has been quantified for the first time. For three performance statistics, within-run variation was measured to be 0.7-1.4 percent, and run-to-run variation was measured to be 0.5-3.2 percent. These are the results for all the filters attempted to be fabricated. Fabrication runs using a mask have been shown to reduce variation across interference filters from as high as 8-10 percent to less than 1.5 percent.
